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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Chinese government is investing tens of billions of
dollars in its computer chip factories and may eventually
achieve global state-of-the-art manufacturing
capabilities. However, China can succeed only if the
United States, Japan, and the Netherlands continue
to sell it the manufacturing equipment necessary to
operate its chip factories. If these states deny access
to this specialized equipment, China would find it
nearly impossible to develop or maintain advanced
chip factories for the foreseeable future. Countering
the Chinese government’s market-distorting subsidies
with such export controls would shift chip factory
capacity to democracies, especially the United States,
Taiwan, and South Korea. As a result, the firms making
specialized manufacturing equipment for chips would
experience little to no long-term revenue loss from such
export controls, and may even benefit from working
with more reliable partners in these democracies.
It is in the security interests of democratic states,
including the United States, for China to remain
reliant on democracies for state-of-the-art chips.
Advanced weapons systems and many emerging
technologies for surveillance and oppression depend
on state-of-the-art chips — currently produced only by
firms in the United States, Taiwan, and South Korea.
Maintaining exclusive control of these chips will allow
democracies to implement targeted end-use and
end-user export controls on them, largely preempting
China’s development and use of many dangerous or
destabilizing technologies.

THE VALUE OF STATE-OF-THEART COMPUTER CHIPS
State-of-the-art computer chips underpin many of
today’s strategically important emerging technologies,
including artificial intelligence, 5G, autonomous
drones, and surveillance tools. They also power
supercomputers, which are essential for everything
from cryptography to the design of hypersonic weapons
and the latest generation of nuclear weapons. In
addition to foreseeable uses, it is safe to bet that
chips will play a central role in future generations of
advanced weapons.
Chips are the products of one of the world’s most
complex supply chains.1 Their capabilities hinge upon
the size of their transistors: the elements of computer
circuits that perform calculations. Those with the
smallest transistors — state-of-the-art chips — are
critical for computer systems requiring cost-effective
and fast operation. The state-of-the-art advances
through time because of Moore’s Law, which observes
that innovations have led to a shrinking in transistors
that doubles their number per chip every two years.
Figure 1 shows the premium attained by state-of-theart chips, demonstrating that competitiveness in any of
the computationally-intensive technologies mentioned
above requires chips at or near the state-of-the-art.
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FIGURE 1: CHIP SPEED AND COSTS AT DIFFERENT TRANSISTOR SIZES2
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ONLY A SMALL NUMBER OF
LEADING CHIP FACTORIES AND
EQUIPMENT COMPANIES CAN
EXIST AT THE STATE-OF-THE-ART

Today, each transistor in a state-of-the-art chip
measures only 5 nanometers (nm) — the length a
human fingernail grows in five seconds. Only two
firms manufacture these chips: Taiwan-based Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Corporation (TSMC)
and South Korea-based Samsung. U.S.-based Intel
aims to reach 5 nm in the next several years.5 Taken
together, these three companies have decades of
experience and tens of thousands of employees
with highly specialized technical expertise making
the companies difficult to dislodge from the top.
China currently lacks any chip fabs at the state-ofthe-art. However, its top chipmaker,6 Semiconductor
Manufacturing International Corporation (SMIC),
seeks to change that fact, and recently introduced the
ability to manufacture a small number of chips with
14 nm transistors — half a decade behind the state-ofthe-art — with the support of extensive state subsidies,
intellectual property theft, and talent recruitment from
Taiwan.7

Given the complexity and expense of fabricating stateof-the-art chips, only a few chip fabrication factories
(“fabs”) can profitably operate at or near the stateof-the-art. Table 1 and Figure 2 show the number of
fabs currently operating or planning to operate at or
below various chip transistor sizes. The trend is clear:
for decades, firms producing state-of-the-art chips
have dropped out as production costs continued to
rise, demanding much larger economies of scale
to be profitable.3 State-of-the-art chip fabs now cost
more than $10 billion to build, making them the most
expensive factories ever built.4 If only a small number
of fabs can profitably exist, the question becomes
whether they will be based in the United States and its
partner democracies or in China.
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TABLE 1: NUMBER OF CHIPMAKERS WITH CURRENT OR PLANNED CAPACITY TO MAKE CHIPS OF
CERTAIN TRANSISTOR SIZES AND BELOW, AS OF 2019, BY LOCATION OF HEADQUARTERS8
≤ Transistor
size (nm)

180

130
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45

32

22

16

10

7

5
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94

72
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FIGURE 2: NUMBER OF CHIPMAKERS WITH CURRENT OR PLANNED CAPACITY TO MAKE CHIPS OF
CERTAIN TRANSISTOR SIZES AND BELOW, AS OF 2019, BY LOCATION OF HEADQUARTERS9
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CHINA LAGS, BUT IS BECOMING
MORE SOPHISTICATED AT
PRODUCING CHIPS

Semiconductor manufacturing equipment (SME) is the
primary and most complex input into the construction
of fabs. In fact, SME accounts for as much as 80%
of total fab construction costs.10 Just three countries
control over 90% of global SME market share: the United
States, the Netherlands, and Japan.11 Consolidation
trends are even more dramatic among firms supplying
SME than firms operating fabs. For example, only
two companies — Netherlands-based ASML and
Japan-based Nikon — sell essential photolithography
equipment capable of manufacturing chips with
≤90 nm transistors at scale.12 ASML alone produces
extreme ultraviolet photolithography equipment. The
most advanced type of photolithography equipment,
extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV), is necessary
to mass-produce state-of-the-art chips and can cost
more than a billion dollars per fab.13 Meanwhile, China
produces only about 2% of worldwide SME,14 and
cannot replace imports of essential SME if exportcontrolled by the United States and its allies.

At present, Chinese firms cannot produce state-of-theart chips and almost all of their chip making capacity
is over a decade behind the state-of-the-art. However,
they are aggressively building up their domestic chip
industry and harbor ambitions of catching up.
Chinese firms now account for 15.2% of global chip
fab capacity. As shown in Figure 3, they rank fourth
globally — behind South Korea, the United States, and
Taiwan — and Japan trails in fifth. Firms headquartered
in these five economies account for 90.3% of global
chip fab capacity. However, adjusting for the quality
of that chip fab capacity — i.e. giving greater weight
to the production of more advanced chips — reduces
China’s share to three percent of global capacity and
increases the global lead of Taiwan, South Korea, and
the United States from 63.7% to 91.7%.

FIGURE 3: GLOBAL CHIP FAB CAPACITY BY FAB HEADQUARTERS15
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FIGURE 4: GLOBAL CHIP FAB CAPACITY BY FAB HEADQUARTERS FOR NEAR-STATE-OF-THE-ART
(≤16 NM)16
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Figure 4 makes clearer how far behind China still
lags in near-state-of-the-art chips, i.e. chips with ≤16
nm transistors. SMIC’s 14 nm fabs represent only
2.6% of global chip fab capacity for near-state-of-theart chips; adjusted for quality, this number further
shrinks to 1.1%. And much of SMIC’s 14 nm capacity
is aspirational, so true capacity is likely even lower.
Meanwhile, firms in the United States, Taiwan, and
South Korea control 95.3% of quality-adjusted nearstate-of-the-art chip fab capacity.17
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of global fab capacity has risen from 8% in 2007 to
15% today and is projected to continue to increase.19
Figure 5 demonstrates this trend: China’s 2007–2021
projected market share improvement dramatically
outstrips all other regions. North America, in particular,
has seen a substantial loss in chip fab capacity
share. Assuming the United States and its allies
continue to export critical SME and China continues
to dramatically subsidize its chip fabs, Chinese chip
fabs will likely further penetrate the near-state-of-theart chip market. This will lead to them displacing U.S.,
Taiwanese, and South Korean fabs in the process. If
trends continue, U.S. fabs could suffer especially high
displacement.

However, as mentioned, China aims to catch up to
the state-of-the-art. Revenue from 14 nm fabs is
projected to increase from 7% of China’s total fab
revenues in 2020 to nearly 15% by 2023.18 Its share
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FIGURE 5: CHANGE IN CHIP FAB CAPACITY SHARE BY COUNTRY/REGION FROM 2007–202120
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the United States, the Netherlands, and Japan could
decisively maintain China’s continued dependency on
democratic states for chips at or near state-of-the-art.
Driven by the Made in China 2025 plan,25 China’s
industrial policy evidently aims to achieve the above
goals through state subsidies, industrial espionage,
forced technology transfer, and protectionism. China’s
industrial policy departs from international norms,
both in the degree of market distortions produced by its
state subsidies and in its ambition to localize its entire
chip supply chain and achieve chip independence.26

China’s success has resulted from an explicit industrial
policy by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) of
advancing chip fab capacity to the state-of-the-art
using imported SME. Although Chinese firms today
produce a minority of chips consumed in China,21
the CCP seeks to move toward chip independence
by 2030.22 China has so far managed growth rates
in excess of market demand.23 Accordingly, its chip
industry might succeed in developing state-of-theart fabs if the United States, the Netherlands, and
Japan continue to supply Chinese fabs with SME. Yet
obstacles for China remain, and its industrial policy
will struggle to deliver further progress even under
favorable conditions. In the foreseeable future, China
has little chance of developing a fully localized SME
industry or localized chip supply chains, despite
ambitions to do so.24 SME export controls imposed by

The Chinese government plans to spend $150 billion
on its chip industry over a span of 10 years.27 Of the
initial $12.7 billion spent by one of the state funds as
of 2017, 65 percent went to chip fabs ($8.3 billion)
and eight percent to SME and materials ($1 billion).28
SMIC alone received nearly $6 billion between 2014
and 2018.29 Heavy state support may account for why
China was — reflecting a market distortion — the second
largest importer of U.S. SME by late 2018, ahead of
Taiwan and slightly behind South Korea — both of
which have more chip fab capacity than China.30
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FIGURE 6: STATE SUBSIDIES AS A PERCENTAGE OF REVENUE FOR CHIP FABS BETWEEN 2014–201831
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Figure 6 shows that, as a percentage of revenue, state
subsidies are vastly greater for Chinese chipmakers
than for state-of-the-art chipmakers Intel, TSMC, and
Samsung. SMIC receives a subsidy equivalent to over
40% of its revenue, as compared to between about 1
to 3% for the three state-of-the-art firms. Accordingly,
the crown jewel of China’s industrial policy has been
SMIC’s heavily subsidized development of a small
amount of near-state-of-the-art 14 nm chip fab
capacity.

just TSMC’s $34 billion investment on new fabs.35 The
outsized scale of the chip industry challenges even
China’s appetite for industrial subsidies.
China could dramatically increase its chip subsidies,
but these interventions may fail to create marketdisciplined, internationally competitive fabs. China’s
chipmaker subsidies have focused almost entirely on
below-market rate loans and equity for established
companies.36 But historically, Chinese state-owned
enterprises relying on below-market financing,
including those in China’s chip industry, have struggled
with productivity and profitability in the open market.37

However, in addition to massive subsidies, SMIC’s
limited success required billions of dollars of
intellectual property theft from Taiwan,32 and the
poaching of perhaps a thousand engineers from
Taiwan’s chip industry.33 For SMIC to displace state-ofthe-art chipmakers Intel, TSMC, and Samsung, China
would need to greatly increase SMIC’s subsidies. Intel,
TSMC, and Samsung all have much larger revenues
than SMIC and depend far less on state support,
even though each receives state subsidies similar, in
absolute terms, to the subsidies received by SMIC.34
For a further sense of scale, China’s national-level
chip subsidies of $18.8 billion by 2018 are dwarfed by

By contrast, subsidies to Intel, TSMC, and Samsung —
which focus on tax breaks for R&D, capital investment,
and corporate income — are relatively more efficient
than China’s SMIC subsidies.38 Industry-specific tax
breaks for capital investment and corporate income
risk capital misallocation. Yet R&D tax breaks can
correct for market failures by producing foundational
research breakthroughs that can have massive
positive spillovers to the broader economy.39
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Chinese chip fabs are only about three generations
behind the state-of-the-art, and the slowing of Moore’s
Law — given increasing difficulty in shrinking transistors
— could allow subsidized Chinese fabs to catch up.40 In
such a scenario, the current Dutch export ban on EUV
photolithography equipment becomes all the more
critical, preventing Chinese chip fabs from progressing
beyond 7 nm transistors for the foreseeable future.41

capturing state-of-the-art global chip fab capacity from
the democracies that currently control it. If successful,
this effort would enable the United States to work with
Taiwan and South Korea to constrain China’s use of
chips — through end-use and end-user export controls45
— to ensure consistency with U.S., allied, and global
interests. Importantly, to avoid import substitution by
China’s domestic chip fabs, these states should export
chips to China for peaceful commercial purposes, with
exceptions for the CCP’s military and authoritarian
surveillance apparatus.46

The news is even worse for China’s ambitions to develop
a fully localized SME industry. While a few Chinese
companies have recently entered the SME space,42
they produce only a small subset of the dozens of SME
types essential to chip production, and their SME is too
outdated for state-of-the-art fabs. Even with massive
subsidies, China will face steep barriers in building a
fully localized SME industry for four reasons: 1) poor
resource allocation due to central planning, 2) lack of
engineers with the necessary experience and knowhow, 3) the technological complexity of SME, and 4)
the first-mover advantages of top SME companies.
China will especially struggle if SME becomes export
controlled.43 Moreover, Chinese subsidies in this area
have been only a trickle: as of 2017, China’s nationallevel chip fund spent, at most, $1 billion on SME and
materials, focusing instead on other parts of the chip
supply chain.44 For the foreseeable future, China’s
prospects of developing a fully localized SME industry
are bleak.

The highest priority for more stringent multilateral SME
export controls should be photolithography equipment
capable of manufacturing ≤45 nm transistors.47
These countries already apply ≤45 nm-capable
photolithography export controls,48 but typically grant
export licenses. This practice should be discontinued.
In a commendable start to our suggested approach,
the Dutch government recently decided not to renew an
export license for ASML to ship EUV photolithography
equipment to China.49 Additional priorities include
the United States, Japan, and their allies applying
more stringent export controls on other types of
SME dominated by these countries.50 For these SME
supply chain chokepoints, these countries should
presumptively deny licenses to export to China.51
Foreign-owned fabs capable of manufacturing ≤45 nm
in China should also be subject to export scrutiny.52
To promote cooperation on export controls and to
compensate for the downsides — such as near-term
revenue shortfalls — the United States and its allies
could partner on semiconductor R&D to maintain their
technological advantages.

THE UNITED STATES AND ITS
ALLIES SHOULD ENSURE CHINESE
DEPENDENCE ON IMPORTS FOR
STATE-OF-THE-ART CHIPS

As shown in Figure 7, SME export controls could
reduce China’s chip fab capacity share from 15.2% to
10.6%. The effect on China’s quality-adjusted chip fab
capacity share would be more dramatic: a fall from 3
to 0.2% — effectively ending China’s hope of competing
in advanced chip production for the foreseeable
future. Under the proposed export controls, China’s
current stock of already-imported ≤45 nm-capable
SME would gradually reach end of life,53 and China’s
chip fabs capable of manufacturing chips with ≤45 nm
transistors would face the prospect of shutting down.54

If China succeeds in increasing its state-of-the-art
chip fab capacity through subsidies, it will displace
the chip fab capacity of democratic states. Chinese
independence in — let alone control of — global stateof-the-art chip fab capacity would allow China to freely
manufacture advanced military- and security-relevant
technologies and significantly reduce U.S. and allied
leverage over the CCP’s conduct relating to human
rights, or regional and global stability.
The United States, Japan, the Netherlands, and
other allies with SME market share can and should
apply export controls on SME to prevent China from
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FIGURE 7: CHINA’S CHIP FAB CAPACITY WITH AND WITHOUT SME EXPORT CONTROLS55
China's chip fab capacity share (quality-adjusted)
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Chinese losses in fab capacity would be U.S., Taiwanese,
and South Korean gains. Because global chip demand
is independent of where chips are produced, export
controls on SME would, in the long-term, shift
China’s lost chip fab capacity to the democracies at
the state-of-the-art. Although SME companies may
lose out on lucrative Chinese subsidies in the nearterm,56 they would experience little revenue harm in
the long-term. They would instead benefit from more
reliable partners and from a weakened Chinese SME
industry.57 In response to the Dutch denial of an export
license for ASML’s EUV photolithography equipment
exports to China, ASML’s CEO Peter Wennink said, “if
we cannot ship to customer A or country B, we’ll ship
it to customer C and country D” to meet growing global

chip demand, including from China.58 In addition to
the advantages of trading with more reliable partners,
these SME firms can help undercut the effectiveness
of the CCP’s market-distorting subsidies and give
democracies greater leverage against the CCP’s
military modernization and human rights violations.
If SME export controls successfully reduce China’s
chip fab capacity, the United States, Taiwan, and
South Korea — the only remaining economies with
significant near-state-of-the-art chip fab capacity59 —
could coordinate on further, targeted end-use and enduser controls to advance the cause of human rights
and global stability.
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